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8 sex is a way for people to transcend into each other and come apart  
a beautiful earthy expression  
but for me  
sex was my girlhood  
dragged to death  
he said we were going to play  
then he always locked the door  
always chose the game 
when I told him to stop he said I was asking for it 
but what I didn't know about involuntary orgasms 
and agency 
and consent 
at age 7. 8. 9. and 10. 

16 being molested as a child has been the most confusing experience of my life. To 
learn sex without having any concept of it has messed me up in more ways than 
I'm aware of. To feel an orgasm so young. To have my life threatened. To be 
stretched. Bruised. Bit. Spit on. To become a woman at the age of four. To know 
fear intimately. Have it breathe down my neck. To be numb. Stiff. Silent. And own 
all the world's shame at once. The need to survive lie a fire in me  
I want to be snapped  
cracked  
hammered into 

25 imagine what we could accomplish if we didn't have to spend our energy 
protecting ourselves from society's rapist problem 

26 Most of my life has been spent with the two of us touching 
skin to skin 
our nights together  
and sometimes our days 
you carried me when my limbs refused to 
when I was so sick I could not move 
not once did you tire of my weight 
not once did you complain 
you've witnessed all my dreams  
my sex 
my writing 
…I went from girl to woman on top of you 
and in the end 
it will be you- old friend delivering me to death well rested 
- there is no place more intimate than a bed 

37 thinking if you were lucky enough to taste me 
you'd get your hands on something better 
everything dulled in comparison 
now you're back 
body spilling over my floor begging me 
to crush you with my thighs 
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pull you into my hips 
transcend you to heaven with my pussy 

49 masturbation is meditation 
…in a world that doesn't consider my body to be mine 
self-pleasure is an act of self-preservation 
when I'm feeling disconnected  
I connect with my center touch by touch 
I drop back into myself at the orgasm 
I'm not going to pretend to be less intelligent than I am  
so a man can feel more comfortable around me 

52 look me in the eyes when you’re down there eating for your life. 
-I want you to see what you do to me 
 
The illustration on this page depicts a line drawing of a nude female torso and 
pelvis. The pubic region is illustrated with wavy pubic hair lines. See Figure 1.  

53 my body is so hot from wanting you I'm spilling by the time we take our clothes 
off 
I want the kind of love that transcends me into another realm 
I want you so deep we enter the spirit world 
go from being gentle to rough 
I want eye contact 
spread my legs to opposite ends of the room and look with your fingers 
I want my soul to be touched by the tip of yours 
I want to come out of this room different people 
-can you do that 

92 I have a very complicated relationship 
with the country I was born in 
our men were slaughtered in those streets 
our women were raped while thousands were tortured and disappeared by police 
the indian state denies what they did but no amount of yoga or bollywood can 
make us forget the sikh genocide they orchestrated 

98 you look tired he says  
I turn to him and say yeah I'm exhausted 
I've been fighting misogyny for decades how else do you expect me to look 
no one on this planet is in more denial than the white man  
who regardless of all the evidence in front of him still thinks racism and sexism 
and all the world's pain don't exist 
the world is changing can you feel it 

99 I'm not interested in a feminism that thinks simply placing women at the top of 
oppressive systems is progress 
- not your convenient figurehead 
 
the future world of our dreams can't be built on the corruptions of the past  
-tear it down 
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106 oh but the pussy is brave  
lest we forget how much pain the pussy can take 
how much pleasure it delivers unto itself and others 

108 I am not interested in a feminism that excludes trans women  
he says you're opinionated  
as if it's an insult to have ideas so big he chokes on the size of them 
-never be quiet 
 
look for the women in the room who have less space than you  
listen 
hear them 
and act on what they're saying  
-amplify indigenous. Trans. Black. Brown. Women of color voices. 
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